This work is a version for Jordan pairs, of a previous result for Jordan algebras given in Rodriguez (1988) . However, the tools we use are completely different from those in Rodriguez (1988) . A Jordan H*-pair is (in a sense) a complicated algebraic object enriched with a Hilbert space structure which is well related to its algebraic structure. In this work we describe a certain class of Jordan H*-pairs by forgetting their Hilbert space structure and starting with the remaining purely algebraic information available on it. More precisely, if ((R+,R-), ( ) ) is an associative pair such that ((R+,R-)J,
one can consider the set ,5(X, Y) (and F(X, Y) the subset of all finite rank elements of L(x, Y)).
Any subpair of (L(X, Y), L(Y,X)) containing (F(X, Y), F(Y,X)) with the triple products (x, y,z)O :=xyz, is a prime associative pair with nonzero socle (see [3] ).
Let 
for xa,z", t" E A" and y-" E A-". where J is a Jordan triple system, is proved. This relation applied to the polarized Jordan triple system associated to J gives us (a). The subpair generated by any x+ and any x-is associative. If we take x-:= (x+ )* we have an associative H*-pair with isometric involution. If we suppose that (x,x*,x) =0 for all x E J+, then we obtain immediately that J agrees with its annihilator. Hence there is some x+ such that the associative H*-pair generated by xf and (x+)* does not agree with its annihilator. Any associative H*-pair not agreeing with its annihilator and with a continuous involution, has a nonzero projection (polarizing, we can apply, for instance, the classification of complex H*-ternary algebras given in [2] ). Thus, we have that J has a nonzero projection e. Then the local algebra JzmO is a Jordan H*-algebra 
This real H*-pair is denoted by A'=((A+)",(A-)").
We shall need the following result: = (AF,A,) , i E I is an H*-pair we define the concept of directed system of H*-pairs in a similar way but ej,i : Ai + Aj is required to be an isometric *-monomorphism and moreover, there must be real positive numbers h, k such that for all i E I:
(1) Il(x")*CII I kIlx"II, x0 EAP.
(2) II(x", y-O,z")(l 5 hJlx"II . IIy-all . IIz"II for every x',z" E A: and y-" E Ai'.
We say that (A,{ei}iEr) is an H*-direct limit of the direct limit of H*-pairs S whenever A is an H*-pair, each ei is an isometric *-monomorphism, and for any couple (X, {ti}iEr) in which X is an H*-pair and ti:Ai +X isometric *-monomorphisms verifying tiei,j = tj, then there is a unique isometric *-monomorphism t : A --+ X such that tei = ti. This will be denoted as A = lim S.
The problem of the existence of H*-direct limits can be solved as in the z:* of H*-algebras. In fact, any directed system of H*-pairs S has an H*-direct limit (see 
